Dear brothers and sisters,
One in 5 people, speaking 6,656 languages, don't have a
full Bible in their heart language. 167 million people,
speaking 2,014 languages, have no scripture at all. I just
started training to become a Bible Translation
Consultant to help with this big need.
Dallas International University (DIU) is a world-famous
university for Bible Translation, with a specialization in
Applied Linguistics. I'm taking classes in phonetics and
how languages “work”, which prepare me to help make translations that really speak to people. I'm also
taking Hebrew, so I can read the original text of the Bible. It's a full course load (which is intense, since
I'm still editing Bible audio for GRN). But it is important that I grow in knowledge so I can do more on
the mission field, serve as more of a leader and create more open doors. These open doors could
include helping GRN in a much-needed Linguist capacity or serving for Wycliffe as a Bible Consultant.
Or both. Or something beyond both. This training is required for translators.
Proverbs 1:5 says “A wise man will hear and increase learning”. If I get education, God will not let it
go to waste. Few people in third-world countries have the opportunity to take Masters-level classes.
Since we have this opportunity, I think it is our duty to serve God's church with the gift of knowledge.
It is our duty to be equipped to train others. I already train recordists but now I will be able to train
translators too. I do not benefit from this education-- God's kingdom benefits.
Why Bible Translation?
Man lives “not by bread alone, but by every word that comes
from the mouth of God” (Mt 4:4). Without the Word of God
hundreds of millions of people cannot really live.

Why Translation Consultancy?
In the past, Bible translators went alone to a remote
location, learned the language and spent 10-20 years
translating the Bible into that language. Today there is
a quicker and more empowering way. Local language
speakers form teams of 4-6 people. They meet
regularly (leaving their farms and families behind).
They translate from the Bible of a known trade
language (e.g. French, Swahili).

A Translation Consultant:
+ coaches the team to translate accurately and understandably, so God's word comes alive to that people
group
+ reviews the translation, comparing it with the original Hebrew so it is accurate
+ coordinates testing the text on native speakers and approves publication
Consultants can be involved from start to finish, 2-5 years, remaining in constant contact. Usually they
will oversee multiple translation projects in multiple languages.
Why me?
Wycliffe currently has many translation projects
on hold because there is a shortage of
Consultants. Consultancy fits my giftings and
interests, and can complement my GRN
recording ministry.
I hope this helps you to understand my heart for
why I am shifting directions in ministry. I believe
God can make a lot of good come out of 2 years
of investment in a Masters degree. I pray for
your blessing in this venture and that we can take this step together. Just as I seek to be a counselor to
others in Africa, you are counselors to me.
Back to Madagascar
In the meantime, I am still editing audio sent to me from
Madagascar. I edited Luke in Ntandroy this week. We at
GRN are preparing to send solar players to Madagascar
within two weeks. These will contain programs in Ntandroy:
Luke, Acts and a 200-story abbreviated Bible. Pray for those
receiving the players, that they will know Jesus and grow in
faith. In summer, I plan to return to Madagascar for 1-2
months to follow up on the recording being done there.
In Christ,
Joel Juedes

